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at the end of tomb raider, lara works for the international consortium of investigative journalists,
investigating a series of disappearances and deaths of archaeologists in the middle east. her

investigation takes her to the excavation site where she retrieves a diary belonging to one of the
archaeologists, and discovers a secret message. she suspects that the cause of the archaeologists

deaths is the result of a massive, extraterrestrial invasion. she sets out to find the source of the
invasion and the truth behind the events. lara croft and the temple of osiris is a prequel to the tomb

raider games and was developed by core design and published by eidos interactive. it is the first
game to feature the new, updated version of the tomb raider engine, titled trinity. it was released for
the pc, playstation 2 and gamecube on november 28, 2001. in this game, lara must save her friends
from the enemies and return home. lara croft and the guardian of light is the second sequel to tomb
raider, which was developed by core design and published by eidos interactive. it was released for
the pc, playstation 2 and gamecube on december 5, 2002. it is the first game to include the engine
called crystal dynamics. in this game, lara must stop an evil god from unleashing evil into the world.
tomb raider legend is the fifth game in the tomb raider series and was developed by core design and
published by eidos interactive. it was released for the pc, playstation 2 and gamecube on october 19,

2003. it was the last game to be developed using crystal dynamics' long-running crystal engine. in
this game, lara is kidnapped by a roman general.
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important: tombraiders.net does not
support any of these files and is not

responsible for anything that happens
to your computer as a result of

downloading or installing them.i try to
make every effort to ensue that all of

the linked files are safe and functional,
but i cannot guarantee they'll work on

all systems. i recommend taking
proper precautions with any

downloaded file, including downloading
from reputable sites, scanning with an
anti-virus/spyware program, following
installation instructions, and backing
up your existing files before installing

anything new. as one of the most hotly
anticipated games of 1997, tomb

raider ii was an immediate commercial
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success, quickly surpassing the sales of
tomb raider. as its predecessor, the
game was critically acclaimed. of

particular praise were tomb raider ii's
improved graphics, the use of vehicles

to add variety to gameplay and the
more action oriented objectives. tomb
raider unfinished business developer(s)
core design westlake interactive (mac
os) publisher(s) eidos interactive victor
interactive software (japanese version)
aspyr (mac os) producer(s) troy horton

designer(s) gavin rummeryneil
boydheather gibson programmer(s)

gavin rummery artist(s) stewart
atkinsonjoss charmet writer(s) vicky
arnold composer(s) nathan mccree

series tomb raider engine tomb raider
ii platform(s) microsoft windows

playstation mac os ios android release
date(s) microsoft windowsna: 4 june
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1998eu: 19 july 1998ww: 29 april 2012
( gog )ww: 22 april 2013 ( steam

)playstationna: 4 june 1998eu: 19 july
1998jp: 25 june 1999na: 21 july 1999
(psn)eu: 1 july 2011 (psn)mac osna: 4
june 1998eu: 19 july 1998jp: 25 june
1999na: 21 july 1999 (psn)eu: 1 july

2011 (psn)ios21 september 2013
genre action-adventure mode(s) single-

player media optical disk, download
rating(s) elspa: 15+esrb: tpegi: 12

previous game tomb raider next game
tomb raider ii: golden mask
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